There are more than 26 million new STD cases per year.

Chlamydia and gonorrhea are the two most commonly reported sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).

In the past 10 years, chlamydia rates have increased by 16% and gonorrhea rates have almost doubled.

Half of all new STD infections in suburban Cook County (2021) are in people between 18 and 24 years old.
REASONS TO GET TESTED

STDs CAN CAUSE INFERTILITY  PREGNANCY
SOME STDs CAN INCREASE HIV AND CANCER RISK  HOOK UP
NEW RELATIONSHIP  UNPROTECTED SEX
CONDOM BROKE  MULTIPLE PARTNERS
PARTNER CHEATED  SEX WHILE DRUNK OR HIGH

DON’T GUESS GET A TEST

VISIT DONTGUESSGETATEST.COM FOR TESTING LOCATIONS AND INFO.